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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Leila Núñez has contributed to the dictionary with 31 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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achapao
it is he who preserves traditions prior to his time, Argentine slang. 

anabatico
ANABATICO: from the Greek anabatos, wind blowing ascending a slope

anga
ANGA, Kingdom which flourished 6th century BC, Eastern Indian subcontinent. DICC GUARANI: Anga...
pobrecitoASTEROIDE # 3158 discovered 24set1976ANGA: delay - delay expected.

bering
VITO JONASSEN BERING _ Dinamarques.designo bridge of ice between Asia and America.  < which passed
emigrations. Also Bering Sea - Bering Strait

bering
VITO JONASSEN BERING _ Dinamarques.designo bridge of ice between Asia and America.  < which passed
emigrations. Also Bering Sea - Bering Strait

chirijas
You chirijas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "CHIRIJA / CHIRIJO" being its meaning:<br>IN THE GYPSY
DICTIONARY; CHIRIJA: it means doctrine. Parish Chirijos - Canton miracle - Pcia Guyas Ecuador.

esteticien
women dedicated to beautifying others, through procedures manicure, hairdresser, etc.

etimologia de wila
etymology of wila is incorrectly written, and should be written as "WILA" being its meaning:<br>WILA:e as a girl or boy or
old, nornal, another word to say kid...

fangasitas
fangasitas is a mineral that is incorporated into the JULIO VERNE journey to the center of the Earth _ novel.   ( have no
other reference )

gineco
OB: ( 41 Greek origin;... meant woman... eg: Gynecology...

guatuza
Geomidos, family of rodents castorimorfos conocidospor Gophers - taltuzas, Word of origin nahualt " tozan "

herramienta canvas
canvas : in Spanish: LIENZO



langarra
LANGARRA; Basque dialect... TRANSLATION: to the Spanish: mist

lobulo temporal
TEMPORAL lobe: it is a part of the brain, located front occipital lobe, located at the height of the temple...

máncer
MANCER: son of public female - derived from the Hebrew mamzer...   <  <  <  <  < means: bastard <  <  <  <

mopris
MOPRI: used in Cartagena Colombia, flip words.  mopri... by cousin

opitulacion
opitulacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "opitulacion" as meaning:<br>cult Latin - ( opitulatio - onis )
help help help

pafias
PAFIAS: Natural Paphos or belonging to Cyprus.

panacena
panacena is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PANACENAS" as meaning:<br>PANACENAS: homemade
from different parts of the world, fresh-cooked vegetarian dinners.

papando
PELIGROBY: gerund of papar. Eat soft things without chewing...

que es mejer
MEJER ( ) dialect: deserve... to move a liquid to mix... Usual Espanola.diccionario Academy

que es mejer
Dictionary lexicoon.org... MEJER comes latin miscere = mix.

que significa estrabon
What Strabo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Strabo" being its meaning:<br>STRABO: was geogrado and
Greek historian between 21 and 25 - djc. It has a 17-volume work...

quelonídeos
quelonideos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "quelonideos" as meaning:<br>QUELONIDEOS is in
Portuguese... means big sea turtles. CHELONIANS: reptile that has his body protected by a shell lasts

saet
SAET;  ( ACRONYM )   System automation of the operation of trains. BELONGING to the category: Metropolitan
railways



soñar con matas acuaicas
matas acuaicas-dreaming is incorrectly written and it should be written as "ACUICA" being its meaning:<br>A person
who has the oficiode directed reproduction, on animals and plants of aguadulce or salada.COMERCIO Acuica located
city Florence Colombia...

soñar con zampoña
Dreaming zampoña is incorrectly written and it should be written as "ZAMPOÑA" being its meaning:<br>ZAMPONA
instrument musical of several tubes to blow. deformation of the word Symphony, by the natives of the Alto Peru.  ( see
Google web page )

subletal
when a person's health is affected, 

tova
THEKLA: common name of the alomdra-like passerine birds.

trujam
TRUJAMÁN: ( old ) _ interpreter. serving as an advisor for his experience

zuziando
ZUZAR: of the DIRAE: zuzar... inciting a dog attack.  ( THE HIDDEN WORD )


